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AL AJAYLAT
Clashes on the 14th
of August between
households in Jinan
attiyah muhalla
resulted in the
displacement of
25 to 30 families
to Al nassr and Al
jadidah muhallas.
Only 6 families are
still displaced and
their main reported
needs are house
repair and NFIs.

LEGEND
Tripoli (Capital)
Baladiya/municipality
Conflict/clashes reported

ALKHUMS

DERNA
Since the end of July
movement has been
restricted around
Derna by the LNA
(Libyan National
Army). Residents are
able to enter and exit
with clearance from
the LNA.

On the 20th
SIRT
of August 102
On the 09th August
migrants arrived
some returnees in
in Alkhums from
Sirt were displaced to
Zliten baladiya. The
Tajoura and Ain Zara.
migrants intended
Their main reported
destination was
need is food.
Italy.
BENGHAZI
All the migrants
Since 15th of
were in the
August in the
Alkuhms
area of Akharbish,
Detention Center
ALJUFRA
clashes are
at the time of
Reported ISIS attack on
ongoing between
reporting.
the 24th of August in El
the army and
Foukaha. 11 non-civilian
armed groups.
fatalities reported.

ALKUFRA

Reported conflict on
the 25th of August.
2 civilian fataliaites
reported.

Returnee related incident
IDP related incident
Migrant-related incident

The Event Tracker is part of IOM Libya’s Displacement Tracking Matrix (DTM) programme. DTM is a suite of tools that provide a comprehensive
articulation of Libya’s human mobility patterns. The Event Tracker is a biweekly tool collecting and triangulating information on the whole
of Libya on any incidents related to IDPs, returnees and migrants, especially in regards to large population movements updates on border
closures and new routes. For more information visit www.globaldtm.info/libya.

Disclaimer: DTM’s Event Tracker is sourced through DTM staff and partners and is triangulated with data collected through
DTM’s Flow Monitoring and Mobility Tracking components. All data reported in the Event Tracker is considered as reported and
is validated in all final reports published by Flow Monitoring and Mobility Tracking.

